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Abstract

This paper studies the cognitive structure of beliefs and its associated habits and suggests techniques for the identification and recycling of these, through the prism of the consciential paradigm. To do this, it first describes the role of conscientiometry and social interaction in self-knowledge. Secondly, it differentiates naïve interactions from the empathic ones. And, in third place, it brings a scheme of conceptual maps to show the complex interassistential actions and interactions contained in the recycling processes, as well as some reflections on the peer interaction, interassistentialy and consciential recycling.
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1. Introduction

In Greek mythology, Sisyphus was considered the shrewdest of all mortals. Master of malice, wit and fun, deceived the gods, but to get to Tartarus received an exemplary punishment of the gods for his great rebellion. He was condemned for all eternity to roll a large marble stone to the summit of a mountain which, then, through an irresistible force, rolled down the mountain to the starting point again, invalidating all the effort repeatedly.

If we consider the characters of this myth, different egos of a same consciousness, it’s possible to interpret that the excess of thoughtless actions can result in much expenditure of effort in an area of personal manifestation. In the case of a workaholic person, the daily actions set invisible habits of impulsiveness and competitiveness in the thosenity. This habit may even bring some success and intraphysical achievements at a point, but at the cost of making the consciousness a prisoner of the illusion that there’s no choice of action, in special, in some manifestation area of least resistance locus, by way thosenes (Table 1) more useful. Believing to be
Table 1. Summary of the conscientiology neologism [2] used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neologism</th>
<th>Definition and description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conscienciotherapy</td>
<td>The area of Conscientiology applied to the study of therapy or treatment, relief and remission of distrúbios of consciousness. Conscienciotherapy use of resources and techniques derived from the “internal” consciousness approach for the pathologies and parapathologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiometry</td>
<td>The area of Conscientiology applied to studies and research of set rules for the metric, measures the condition, function or quality of “internal” consciousness capable of establishing the possible bases of maternização of consciousness, for example, through conscientiogram.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmoethics</td>
<td>The area of Conscientiology applied to the study and research of ethics or reflection on the cosmic moral, multidimensional, setting the consciousness holomaturity, located beyond social, intraphysical morality, or that presented in any human label, discernment so most moral and emotional, from the micro-universe intimacy of each consciousness(cosmo + ethics).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groupalkarmic interprisons</td>
<td>The coercive interconsciential commitment arising from joint anticosoethical actions or in groups, the inseparability groupkarmic condition of the evolutionary consciousness principle or conscience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penta</td>
<td>An individual assistential transmission of energy programmed for a certain hour in the day of the individual, directed by one or more non-physical helpers (personal energetic task). It is performed while in the waking state and is directed to ill or deficient non-physical consciousnesses and projected persons who are intangible and invisible to common human vision. Personal energetic task used by Dr. Vieira-in his approximately half-century of psychic experiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polykarmality</td>
<td>The most evolved condition of holokarmology, beyond egocarmalidade and groupkarmality, when consciousness focuses on interconsciential lucid assistance of way spontaneously, cosmoethical and intense your point in this venture the raison d’être of evolution itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robéxis</td>
<td>The quality, condition or state of puppet of the tropospheric intraphysical consciousness without freedom of action, too enslaved to geoenergia, intraphysicality or tetradimensionality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-unforgiveness</td>
<td>The self-unforgiveness consciousness is the man or woman consciousness, at the level of self-discipline and self-conscientiality unable to forgive themselves about the mistakes, errors and omissions, in order to eliminate, ultimately, the aware self-corruptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seriexological</td>
<td>The study area of the multiexistential evolutionary condition of the vital principle in human lives, or intraphysicality, through the Genetic, sums, mesologias, and multiple consecutive societies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thosene</td>
<td>The unity of practical manifestation of consciousness, according to Conscientiology, considering thought or idea (design), feeling or emotion, and energy consciential in inseparable way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thosenic</td>
<td>The quality or set of thosenes (thoughts, feelings and energy) of a consciousness or consciousness group.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

powerless of imposing itself against the automation of neurophysiological routines, the consciousness may feel punished and victimized, what maintains the consciousness subdued in its own useless routines or compulsive behaviors.

Habits once identified can be modified by the use of techniques; however, the diagnosis is similar to the task of an archeologist [1]. There are very old and ingrained habits in the personal expression, which become difficult to perceive spontaneously by the consciousness itself. To observe the behaviors and emotions in social interactions is very useful, because they can reflect the consciousness reality, at least in part, enabling the self-researcher to know the aspects of yourself through members of his familiar or affinity groups. In this manuscript, for the study of the cognitive structure of beliefs and its associated habits, I investigated myself intraconscientiality through theoretical and experimental framework of the consciential paradigm.

The simple action of looking at yourself and at others, carefully, serves genuine human needs of being perceived. To watch, see and look promotes the rescue and protection of the human self from one of its greatest pains, the pain of rejection and abandonment, and also creates a prophylaxis against resentment. I consider as second greatest human fear, after the fear of death, the fear of rejection. To feel noticed (perceived and understood) is the prophylaxis of rejection and resentment [3]. “Interassistentiality is the experience of interconsciential, mutual assistance, based specially on the re-education through the clarification task (tares), the evolutive
intelligence (EI), the cosmoethics, the polykarmality (Table 1) and in the cosmic principle of the less sick helps the sicker” [4].

Interassistenciality starts at self-assistenciality [2] and by self-assessment through conscientiometry (Table 1) [5]. One of the goals of conscientiometry is to identify evolutionary skills of the consciousness and to establish a scheduled education for the multidimensional, plurixistential and multisecular evolution of its thosenity [6].

The response of the 2000 questions of the Conscientiogram [5] plotted in a 360° chart outlines an approach to the consciousness reality, which is being used as a reference for the early diagnosis of operative beliefs in the consciential microuniverse and to the seriexological study of the author (Figure 1).

The highly asymmetric chart pattern may reflect thosenic habits that prioritize some consciential attributes and neglect others, and also can predict about the expressed intraconsciential conflicts, latent or about the nature or quality of the growing crises of the consciousness under review in this article. One aspect of the intraphysical social interaction is the instinctive expectation that the behavior of the participants resembles the average standard of the group, and so people with similar thosenity tend to cluster [7]. When dissonant behavior is acknowledged, even these being cosmoethical and rationally logical, they can be felt as emotionally dysfunctional [8] [9].

Human behavior can be influenced by companies, through the neuronal mirror [10] [11]. Thus, in the recycling of a behavior, choosing to be with people who are committed to similar goals promotes mutual and reciprocal support among those people, because they naturally feel integrated to do things in order to cooperate or compete, adding efforts for the group’s goal, which can be influenced by charismatic people. To observe and question the motives of charismatic and communicative people as to the exemplarism of their self-recycling and to apply preventive techniques of sympathetic deassimilation, is an act of self-respect and caution regarding the influences of thoughtless behavior. Personal conduct, even under the influence of mirror neurons, is a very personal responsibility [2].

![Figure 1. 360° Conscientiometric graph of the T. Knakievicz self-research. The graphic reveals a marked asymmetry between consciential attributes located on the left of the graph (rationality, anti-emotionality, bioenergetics, soma and universality) in relation to the attributes in the right (conscientiality, coherence, prioritization, communicability and leadership). In 2008 and 2009 were applied 3 previous questionnaires to acknowledgement and self-calibration of the assessment tool, obtaining similar results this graph from 2011.](image-url)
Behaving in different ways may reverberate in the group as an act of rejection, so the prevention to this emotional sensation comes from the habit of conscious reflection about the personal and the group’s thosenity. Through self-knowledge, the intraphysical consciousness perceives its role as a minicog in the groups it participates. The minicog sees itself as an assistant in its positive aspects and as assisted in the weak traits of its consciential manifestation. The commitment to recycling personal thosenic patterns contributes indirectly to the whole karmic group, to which the consciousness is interconnected by its intellectual affinities and affective bonding. Thereby, recycling demands energetic self-control to maintain the personal thosenic pattern and to generate the recycling of the counterflow resulted from the average standard of its group.

2. Habits & Beliefs

Broad sense belief is a pervasive attitude in the process of human knowledge that considers something as true and relevant, regardless the certainty or prolonged reflection of experimentation [12]. Beliefs reflect one’s understanding one has of the world and orients its behavior [1]. The beliefs are a small plateau in consciential evolution [6], and at a certain point has to be recycled, modified or abandoned. When the consciousness does not know itself deeply, it may confuse its integrity with the ones of its beliefs and behaviors, and so the process of change takes dramatic tones, because it feels as if its self or its own life were under threat, and it is in these cases where the autonomous and instinctive parts of the brain comes into action, for it is their natural function to maintain the biological integrity of the soma [13]. So, the stronger the emotion, the greater the attachment of narrowed attention on what is most disturbing [14].

Therefore, under adverse conditions, or under constant and diffuse stress, the brain is an efficient machine to generate beliefs. Once formed the beliefs, regardless if these are true or false, the brain selects the evidences that confirm it, ignoring the information that belie them. Confirmation of beliefs increases the sense of security and emotional confidence. Therefore, the more positive the evidences (even if biased by selected filters), more enhanced is the belief, in such a way that it can become an unquestionable truth [15]. So doubting one’s own beliefs is an opportunity to understand how the brain’s neurobiology operates and to understand its operating mechanisms, as well as to know the intimacy of one’s own conscientiality. According to Shermer, we build our beliefs by several different subjective, personal, emotional and psychological reasons, in contexts created by family, friends, colleagues, culture and society. Once consolidated these beliefs, we defend them, we justify with a profusion of intellectual reasons, convincing arguments and rational explanations. First come the beliefs and then the explanations [15].

One of the greatest human suffering are the uncertainties about the future and the fear of death, and these anxieties feed a powerful reptilian cerebral system, pervasive and lasting creator of beliefs that support the attachment and dependence on dogmatic cultural traditionalism. However, democratic societies have allowed space to people’s freedom of thought, for example, even in the omnipresence of religious sentiment, atheists have brought to light the reflection of their opinions. The debates promoted by critics of atheists publications have increased credits for the use of public space of reason, removing religions and religious beliefs from the taboo condition [12].

Also according to Shermer, the change of belief occurs more often in science, but not as often as one might expect given the idealized image of the worshiped “scientific methods”, for which only facts matter. But scientists are human beings, subject to any of the vagaries of emotion and the influence of cognitive shifts when mold and reinforce their beliefs [15]. Is it possible to live without beliefs? The experimentation of the disbelief principle and of the habit of self-observation can provide the necessary consciential attributes in the search of information so that the consciousness can manifest itself free from beliefs in any dimension in which it may be [16].

2.1. Types of Habit Changes

Habits, even though automatic and invisible, are not inevitable. They can be discovered by observation techniques and then modified, eliminated and/or newly created [1]. The habit changes can be classified according to the focus of the recycling action, from simples changes in the neuromuscular routines, such as the acquisition of physical conditioning to complex changes of thosenic rehabilitation, such as the change of personal temperament.

2.1.1. Neuromuscular Changes

Implement routines of maintenance of healthy physical conditioning, learn to write or drive a car are examples
of acquisition of relatively simple habits.

2.1.2. Changes in Body Language
The body posture when reacting to the stimuli of life are also automated, and can generate groupalkarmicinter-
prisons (Table 1) because of the invisible conditionings and its consequences (in) preventable. The reactions can
be reactive or active, impulsive or reflexive and are manifested by tics, gestures or body movements [1]. Postu-
ral education can be enhanced through the knowledge of rules of social etiquette and body language [17] [18].

2.1.3. Emotional Change
The focus of attention of the intraphysical consciousness in its emotional reactions and its associated sentiments.
Individual or group therapy contribute to the understanding of emotional routines (physiological sensations) and
their respective feelings (interpretation of emotions). The emotional pain monopolizes the attention of the con-
sciousness at that point, and the more it victimizes itself, more increases the pain, the greater the pain, the great-
er the focus of attention given to it, in a futile and painful vicious cycle. Breaking this pathological cycle and li-
berating cognitive space for the recycling of thosenic habits occurs through therapeutic, psychosomatic and
energetic techniques such as these listed below:

a) The Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT): developed in the 90s in the United States by Gary Craig, from
the simplification of the complex techniques of Dr. Roger Callaghan. Its curative principle relies on the restora-
ton of the energetic flow in the meridians of the body [19].

b) The Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing Technique (EMDR): developed in the United States
in the 80s by the psychologist Francine Shapiro, encourages reprocessing difficult and painful memories in dif-
derent brain hemispheres [20].

c) The Microphysiotherapy: a technique that identifies the primary cause of a disease or symptom and stimu-
lates the body’s self-healing, developed in France in 1983 by the physical therapists and osteopaths Daniel
Grosjean and Patrice Benini [21].

In short, these techniques of emotional recycling cushion the emotional pain of the impact that may occur
from the refutation of some beliefs, allowing the consciousness to relax and observe other angles of its own reality,
in many cases, that is enough for its self-healing. Other times, these techniques allow the establishment of inner
calm, mental somatic serenity for the coupling with the helpers, the diagnosis identification and the selec-
tion of the most appropriate therapy and absorption of ectoplasm [22]. These and other psychosomatic therapeu-
tic techniques are useful in recycling thosenic habits structured from invisible beliefs and their dysfunctional and
anachronistic behavior.

2.1.4. Cognitive Change
New information can change the whole interpretation of the facts. For example: 1) retrocognition on the view
over life scenarios, of social interactions and of spirituality beyond the grave; 2) the acquisition of the habit of
gratitude ceases the flow of self-victimizations; 3) and the application of the disbelief principle promotes the
understanding of the difference between the trusting, skeptical and scientific positions. Believing or not believ-
ingar anything, are two sides of the same coin. “Belief is mental laziness for many people” [6].

From these concepts, a series of emotional and behavioral habits can become dysfunctional and anachronistic.
Due to intercorrelations between habits, one associated to others, such as pieces of a puzzle. The general ad-
justment of these pieces reveals the temperament of the consciousness. By changing up a piece, or a small habit,
there are repercussions in several other habits and in the intimate harmony of the consciousness, that is, its tem-
perament is oscillating and undefined.

As well as the first specimen of stuffed platypus taken to England classified by the scientific community as a
scam by the set of its atypical characteristics, one also can be perceived by itself and others as a scam, hoax and
weird. This interval between feeling adjusted and simultaneously unadjusted can be defined as the platypus
consciousness syndrome, these features can help the consciousness in this critical period:

a) Cosmoethics Personal Code-CPC: faced with inner conflicts arising from the change of habits, the CPC is a
prophylactic feature of intra and interpersonal conflicts, available to all [2].

b) Vibrational State-VS or EV (from Portuguese’s Estado Vibracional): it’s the key to homeostatic conscien-
tial recycling because it harmonizes the holosomatic vibration pattern, preventing emotional disorders and phys-
ical ailments. It is the technical condition of maximum dynamization of the energosoma’s energies, beyond the
slow vibrations of the soma, through the impulsion of the will [2]. The EV is a technique of energetic sympathetic deassimilation.

3. Eating Habits and the Predisposition to Beliefs

One of the basic and indispensable habits to intraphysical human life is feeding. There are healthy eating habits and anti-physiological others that cause diseases, for example, the intake of indigestible, allergenic or toxic food. Some research suggests that the excessive consumption of carbohydrates generates ideological and/or religious fanaticism [23] [24]. According to Perlmutter and Loberg, carbohydrates put fire in the brain through the sugar spikes in the blood, setting off an inflammatory cascade effect in the brain and altering the production of insulin by the pancreas [25].

The pancreas is responsible for the synthesis of the principal digestive enzymes of the gut, and is a major source of extra neuronal dopamine in the body [26]. Pancreatic dopamine acts locally in the gut and participates in the modulation of insulin, serotonin and dopamine release in pancreatic cells by modulating changes in energy availability, with important implications to the energetic homeostasis [27] [28].

Wheat grains, rye and barley, and other members of the grasses, contain proteins difficult to digest by humans because it requires specific digestive enzymes that are missing to most people [29]. Then, the partial digestion of the gluten proteins in the intestine releases peptides similar to morphine, these gluten exorphins induce the dependence of wheat [25] [29] and the production of immunogenic peptides with crossed response to the nervous tissue [30]. Gluten is considered the smoking of today, for it changes the brain chemistry, interfering with the brain reward center, with several side effects such as migraine, epilepsy, schizophrenia, irregular distribution of blood in the brain, progressive neurological disorders and irreversible damage in cases of continuous intake [25] [29].

The increase in neuronal dopamine levels is naturally triggered by endogenous mechanisms, through phenylethylamine signaling produced from physical activity, or when you’re in love, or through phenethylamines by eating foods such as chocolate and grains that have this alkaloid [31]. The Mayans and Aztecs believed that cocoa was the food of the gods, for it gave them wisdom and universal knowledge [32]. In the Christian culture, the wheat is the sacred food [33] and added chocolate to the festivities of religious traditions such as Christmas and Easter [32]. Similar to the endogenous phenylethylamine and food phenethylamines, there are the amphetamines used as medicines or drugs, unlike phenylethylamine and phenethylamines, it remains in high concentration in the organisms by long time. Both exogenous phenethylamines as the amphetamines may have significant impact on behavior motivated by the reward [31] [34].

Dopamine played a decisive role in neuronal development of behavior motivated by reward and mediates environmental and social interaction of all animal groups. The neuronal dopamine is associated with creativity, schizophrenia, learning, belief, passion and violence [15] [35]. The pancreatic dopamine participates in the homeostasis of energetic balance via regulation of the levels of insulin and glucagon, protection of the intestinal mucosa while maintaining the epithelial impermeability [36]. Dopamine binds the adaptive neurophysiology of environmental and social interaction to learning processes, even though its performance being instinctive and organic, may have some link to the psychosomatic wounds, via robotization habits or robéxis (Table 1). Therefore, knowing the neurophysiology of human learning can contribute to the prevention, treatment of emotional scars and/or facilitate recycling simple intraphysical habits, such as those of eating.

4. Halo Effect in the Change of a Habit

By recycling a habit, the associated habits hitherto invisible can become evident, first, as a figure in subtle relief in an uniform color surface, and with the maintenance of data collection from self-research, in a second moment, the colors in crisp and flashy shades become so evident that is hard to conceive that were just unnoticed.

The newly perceived habits as coherent to the desired values and principles, provide an increase in self-esteem. For example, the habit of being punctual commitments to cooperate in implementing the target value of being a responsible professional. But if invisible behavioral habits are inconsistent and incoherent as the new desired values, generate growth crisis. For example, person who has a habit of being distracted paying attention to randomly and freely all stimulus, when they wish to be responsible, will have to face an invisible enemy, the dispersion habit, especially not if they not self notice dispersed.

This is a major bottleneck phase of adaptation to new social and cultural contexts. Through self-research the individual may self notice that to be responsible, they must first acquire the ability to prioritize the attention and
focus on each task that performs at every moment, *i.e.* unlearn the dispersion of habit. There are those who kick
to the previous level of self-knowledge, in the absence of self-motivation for the search for self-knowledge and
self-research, then, they could become self-victimized, and they could abdicate of your autonomy and responsi-
bility to take refuge in the cognitive structure of dogmatic cultures, to find the comfort of a mythological expla-
nation for their instinctive behaviors and actions. And there are others who choose to make use of the scientific
cognitive structure to overcome conflicts, thus seeking support to improve by the means of physiology, psychia-
try, psychology, group dynamics, parapsychic dynamics, conscientiometry and conscientiotherapy (Table 1).

Facing this bottleneck, the consciousness acquire information about itself, in order to get closer to the cosmo-
vision of its own consciential reality. This panoramic knowledge is the beginning of the comprehension of evo-
lutive intelligence. The continuous recycling of small habits and the acquisition of new homeostatic attributes
result in the holosomatic homeostasis of a new evolutionary level, consolidated by temperament change.

The experience of extrapolation phenomena is similar to a test drive of the experience of what would be to
have the desired homeostatic temperament. Such experiences are promoted by helping consciousnesses that are
engaged in the processes of intraconsciential reurbanization through energetic baths [2], contributing for the
identification by the recycler with new useful, functional and homeostatic thosenic patterns. Personal evolution
is very personal, for it is the result of prioritizations and behavioral choices related to one’s own motivation, in-
dependently of the context.

5. Peer Interaction

Regarding the happiness and well-being, the most important thing in people’s lives is their social network, in
which only one or two actual connections already show significant psychological and physical benefits. Social
interaction promotes the synthesis of neurotransmitters that trigger responses to inhibit physiological stress res-
ponses, relaxation and wellness, encouraging compassionate behavior [31]. The recognition and gratitude to
these social connections creates happiness and well-being [37].

In particular, it was found that friendships built in religious congregations are what make people happier than
theology or spirituality [38]. Therefore, the person aware that her brain can be influenced all the time by various
means, even without notice, avoids impulsive decision making. Knowing neurophysiology and having the abili-
ty to discern can contribute to the prophylaxis of ingenuity and consciential manipulations [35], resulting from
impulsivity, thoughtlessness and reactivity commons in people with anxious temperaments (Figure 2).

Vanity and ingenuity is seen as a lack of empathy. People with low empathy do not interact with each other,
have glazed eyes, see in the other a reflection of themselves. Do not relate effectively with reality and do not re-
late effectively with others, seeing the world the way they want and do not take into consideration the reality of
the facts and other people. These are owners of the truth people, with great self-confidence in their convictions,
purity of feelings and do not change their minds [39].

One of the consequences of naïve people is to be guided by sympathy and not by the verification of the intent
in acts. When confronted with the consequence of their actions, their emotions come into play and their judg-
ment is based on the outcome of the action, not in the intention [15]. Although the loss of naivety, through expe-
riences, is not an unscathed process it occurs gradually by empathic and lucid social interactions. Consciential
evolution is processed in the way that the emotional sores are processed too, metabolized and cleared ration-
ally, such as the method of manufacturing the oysters by pearls (Figure 3).

There are several psychotherapeutic and energotherapeutic techniques available to help maintain the energetic
balance necessary for the psychosoma to handle with this transient disruption of homeostasis, which naturally
occurs on the breakdown and elimination of old beliefs. In the anticipation of recycling, new insights, facts and
data are previously collected to replace the void left the removal of an old belief, preventing the inert input of a
similar thosenical structure [40].

I have a hypothesis that many of the clinical cases of mental and physical illnesses, depending on the locus of
lower consciousness resistance, result from challenged and refuted beliefs, in unconscious level, disorganizing
the thosenical pattern of the consciousness in this process of change. Physical illness can be interpreted as an
expression of lack of vibrational harmony between the holosoma’s vehicles. The VS (Vibrational State) allows
the consciousness to adjust the holosoma to the its new thosenical pattern, recycling old stale emotional, neuro-
muscular or eating habits through the adequate self-attention and self-assistance needed to the establishment of
the new level of consciential homeostasis.
Figure 2. Conceptual map of self and social interactions. Self-interaction: refers to the person’s level of interaction with itself, with its own different egos, social roles, dreams and desires. Social interaction: refers to the person’s level of interaction with other people in its circle of social relations. Naïve interaction is the one established from few facts and parafacts (superficial). Empathic interaction is the one established from the knowledge of many facts and parafacts (deep). By accepting transferences one assumes the responsibility of solving the ills and sorrows of each other. By destroying the transference, one denies the role of savior of the other, removing the other from the role of passive victim facing its reality. The most important in social interactions, whether sympathetic or antipathetic, is the identification of the motivations, if unethical or cosmoethical, that is, if the results aimed at increasing consciential dependency or autonomy.

Figure 3. Conceptual map of the processing of transformation of emotional sores in consciential virtues. Beliefs are structured from the weakest or conscientially pathological points, thus defying them takes courage to adjust the focus to see what hitherto was refused to be looked at, through the collection of experiences and analysis of each situation, then beliefs are challenged. Waldo Vieira.
6. Interassistentialy & Consciential Recycling

Frequently, present in charismatic social interactions, compliments and undeserved praise can help people to have a distorted and unrealistic image about themselves and share expectations from skills they do not possess. Such idealizations both create discomfort in those who receive such praise, as well as envy and resentment in those that are not perceived, but genuinely has consciousness of having the skills highlighted in the other. To report these distortions of perceptions in social life is a way of contributing to the development of a more coherent personal and social metrics. The analysis of information collected from self-evaluation and hetero-evaluations on the concepts of what is failure and what success is, under personal parameters and under the average social parameters in which each group operates, contributed to the identification of mechanisms triggering self-corruptions, envy, resentment, and associated motivational needs, as well as sources of orientation, motivation and inspiration for the necessary self-recycling.

According to Nietzsche, resentment is the reaction of a desire for an imaginary revenge in order to obtain a repair not an action, in other words, the instinctive and unthinking, misunderstood reaction [41]. Resentment refers to a constellation of negative emotions-anger, envy, vengeful ruminations, bitterness. Resentment is an in-sistent, repetitive complaint, which does not accept any form of retaliation. What characterizes the resentment is the persistence of grief, the repetition of the complaint [42].

The self-perception of being a slave of external stimuli, where action is nothing but emotional reaction may hurt the pride of those who see themselves as rational and self-centered people. Resentment, then, comes from the self-made choice of self-victimizing and promotes the search of foreign culprits for personal disabilities. The resentful consciousnesses are not weak, naïve, honest nor correct, it is vain and choose the shelters, the subter-fuges, ego defense mechanisms, because everything that is hidden, obscure, pleases them. There is a link between envy and resentment [42]. Thus, resentful people, usually are very intelligent, worship intelligence, create and/or are mythological geniuses in various areas of knowledge, for example Isaac Newton [43]. And these myths help the resentful to justify their conception of what is bad from the basic concept that being good is equivalent to being themselves [41].

The resentful is that person who deliberately rejects some aspects of himself, refuses to accept self-responsibility for his shortcomings and deficiencies, and assumes the role of victim, electing someone or some context as executioner, which somehow reflect what the resentful despises in himself and aims to forget, and creates a savior, or a saving situation to be found in the end of a rainbow, through heroic actions. Such heroic actions can be found in the biographies of Galileo Galilei, Isaac Newton and Gregor Mendel [43]-[45]. When these actions have egoic and anticosmoethical motivations they create complex groupalkarmicinterprisions, while the cosmoethical aspects can create clarity and self-esteem contributions needed to the overcoming of self-resentment.

Sustaining self-forgiveness requires the primary forgetting of the cause of pain and for this, the consciousness seeks to defend what it already knows, but does not accepted by vanity, through different ego defense mechanisms [46]. Ego defense mechanisms are used by the consciousness so that something unacceptable it not self-perceived and perceived by others. When a group has such psychological contract [47], its members cooperate mutually in order not to be integrally perceived, establishing a pseudosocial way of living. Paradoxically, to be invisible inside of the group, feeds the resentment back. The current cultural industry promotes the incredibly violent display of such resented relationships in the form of a shocking audio-visual stimulation and on a global scale, satisfying the desire of the resentful viewers [3] [42].

Dealing face to face with failures, however painful they may be, promotes self-acceptance. Thus, unlike self-forgiveness, self-acceptance of one’s consciential reality prepares the person to face the perceived flaws and shortcomings, serving as a useful and benign alternative to promote well-being. Self-acceptance is not self-forgiveness, but is inherently unconditional [48]. As well as the fear of biological death is overcome by the experience of lucid projectability and retrocognitions, the fear of rejection and resentment is overcome by the theorice experimentation of self-acceptance (Figure 4).

Self-acceptance also increases the willingness to work and improve the areas in which we present major deficiencies. The reflected self-acceptance is the basis of the self-unforgiveness (Table 1) and hetero-forgiveness posture which is based on the sense of cosmoethics dignity [49] [50]. The theoriced self-consciencialization of the inner value of every being, intra and extraphysical, sustains the sense of cosmoethic dignity, which manifests itself in respectful words and actions directed at oneself and towards others.
Figure 4. Conceptual map of intraconsciential recycling. Beliefs validated or refuted trigger feelings of well-being and best value in people and social groups, but by different psychological processes and result in different social balances, i.e. traditionalism or social innovations.

Kindness, the quality of being benign and not presenting dangerous character, is part of the temperament of lucid and interassistential consciousnesses [2] [4]-[6] [16]. These lucid consciousness process personal mistakes without any self-forgiveness, and treat all misconceptions of others with hetero-forgiveness and competent interconsciential assistance [2]. It was found that, in people who have become more compassionate by training, there was a consequent increase in the inferior parietal cortex activity, in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and in the nucleus accumbens, brain regions involved in the regulation of empathy, comprehension and other positive emotions.

According to Vieira [4], the technique of anticonflictuosity-self-pacification is the process of depuration of actions, gestural, verbal and graphic communication, intentions and thosenes conducted by pre-serene consciousnesses, ex-warmongering, prioritizing the elimination of personal and hetero-conflicts and the implementation of inner pacification, taking the example of Homo sapiens pacificus.

Forgetting the new and recently learned is not always repression [51]. Learning and adapting to new contexts, is dependent on the ability to transfer a lesson from one situation to another, for a time required to train and fix new habits in the intraphysical brain. Therefore, this transference disposition is universally present in all humans, and it is through it that interassistentiality occurs among peers.

The transference and countertransference are typical ways of the therapeutic relationship projection between assisted and assistant, and can be characterized positively, with feelings of affection and admiration, or negative, with feelings of aggression and resistance, depending on the unconscious and emotional bonding that emerge in this relation [51], promoted by reciprocal energetic interusions and thosenic assimilations [2]. The transference relates to the emotional reactions of the assisted directed to the assistant, while the countertransference involves the thosenity of the assistant in relation to the assisted. The prevention of these processes is made by the technique of energetic sympathetic deassimilation [2]. The transference, countertransference and energetic assimilation mechanisms are inherent in the interassistential processes of exchanging knowledge and ectoplasm necessary for the destructuration of beliefs and for the healing processes [22].

Transferences in the process itself are inherent to the neurophysiology of human behavior by neuronal mirroring [10], and pathological transferences must be destroyed every time they are perceived to avoid refeeding victimization [51]. Once destroyed the actual figures of transference, others will emerge from what remains, un-
until the consciousness learn to have autonomy in its evolutionary process and does not depend on its peers, in other words, until it overcomes its immaturities and egocentrisms (Figure 5).

The vibrational state self-nurtures the consciousness of the basic energetic elements necessary for learning the acquisition of energetic self-sufficiency, and generates energy reserves available to homeostatic donations and interassistencial exchanges. “To evolve is to facilitate the difficult life in any dimension” [16].

7. Conclusions and Inquires

Conscienciometric self-assessment prevents resentments by self-attending the genuine need of every consciousness to feel noticed.

The recycling of simple habits optimizes the perception of complex and invisible habits, so far. How important is personal responsibility in the recycling of thoseinal habits? The process of recycling habits can unchain the consciential platypus syndrome, which refers to inconsistencies in holosomatic manifestation. In what way instinctive and or anachronistic habits can be recycled with gentiliza, harmony, elegance, balance and finesse to avoid causing emotional wounds? What way?

The neurophysiology of belief correlates the neurophysiological processes of learning, creativity and schizophrenia. As this knowledge may help in understanding the paraphysiology and treatment of emotional wounds caused by the fear of rejection? The current cultural traditionalism meets everyday demands or it is reflexes of the traumas in previous lives? The understanding of serixiality could contribute to improving the quality of life of the people?

Cognitive psychotherapies and energosomatic techniques are important resources to consciential reeducation, as they provide the basis for sustaining mentalsomatic actions. The conscientiogram, the cosmoethics personal code, the sense of cosmoethic dignity, the disbelief principle, the vibrational state, the habit of gratitude and the penta (Table 1) are resources available for those interested in qualifying intra and interassistential relations. “To evolve, strictly speaking is to educate yourself educating others” [6].

![Figure 5](link)

**Figure 5.** Interactions between assistant and assisted in reclicagem interassistencial. The respectful interactions among people allows successive cycles of interactions between related pairs, which intercalate themselves in the roles of assisted and assistant, as the skills and expertise required for the solution of the conflict in question. The healing and prophylactic elements of this interassistential system are gratitude and the vibrational state technique (EV). Adaptations from [35] [42] [48] [52].
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